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The density of scattering poles is shown to be proportional to the length of the 
convex hull of the support of the potential. In the case of a potential with finite 
singularities at the endpoints of the support, asymptotic formulae for the poles are 
given, while in the Cg case, an example of a potential with infinitely many scatter- 
ing poles on rR is constructed. The scattering amplitude of a compactly supported 
potential is also characterized. 0 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCLMON 
The purpose of this note is to present some properties of the distribution 
of scattering poles in the case of scattering by a potential in one dimension. 
The scattering poles have been studied in dimensions greater then two 
and, for instance, polynomial bounds on the number of scattering poles 
have been obtained; see [6]. 
In the case of the one dimensional problem much more precise results 
are possible. While for scattering in R”, the number of poles in a ball of 
radius r, N(r) is known to satisfy a bound of the type: 
N(r) < Cr”+ ’ 
in the one dimensional case we show below that: 
N(r) = 2 x (length of support of p) x f + o(r). 
This suggests that for a CT potential in a general (odd) dimension one 
would expect a bound of the form: 
N(r) < Cr”. 
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Among the special things about the one dimensional case is the 
symmetry between time and space in the wave equation and since 
this is exploited below, the present methods do not carry over to higher 
dimensions. 
In the one dimensional case it is also possible, in some special cases, to 
give asymptotic formulae for the poles and to determine pole-free regions. 
However, a general C’r potential has no large pole-free regions and very 
little can be said about the distribution of the poles. 
The starting point of this paper is the exposition of scattering theory by 
Melin [S]. The representation of the scattering amplitude in terms of the 
Fourier transform of a distribution given there, reduces the problem to 
investigating the zeros of certain entire functions. This leads one to apply 
the theory of zeros of Fourier transforms developed by Titchmarsh [8] and 
Cartwright [I]. 
The scattering poles in one dimension were studied, from a physicists 
point of view, by Regge in [7]. By certain approximations based on entire 
function theory, Regge was, for instance, able to infer the right value of 
density of poles in the case of a potential with finite singularities at the 
endpoints of the support. 
I should like to thank Richard Melrose for his invaluable advise and 
numerous suggestions during the preparation of this paper. Thanks go also 
to Gunther Uhlmann, whose mention of Regge’s paper, among other 
things, added to the breadth of this work. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we shall briefly state some results and notations of [S J. 
Our treatment is considerably simplified since we shall only consider 
potentials p which are in L’ and compactly supported. Let the convex hull 
of supp(p) = chsupp(p) be the interval [a, b]. 
Let H be the Schrodinger operator: 
H,u = --u” + pu. 
Then there exists a unique operator A + with kernel A +(x, y) such that: 
&A+ =A+& (2.1) 
A+@, Y)=&x-Y) for x > b. (2.2) 
The operator equation (2.1) is identical to the wave equation: 
A,,(-% Y) - A.&, Y) -P(X) A(x, Y) = 0. (2.3) 
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The kernel A + can be written as 
6(x -Y) + R,(x* Yh 
where R, satisfies 
&Ax, Y) = 0 for x>y, 
R,k Y) = Rob, Y) + (L,R,)(x, Y), 
(2.4) 
(2.5i) 
(2.5ii) 
I” (.K + y)/2 (2.5iii) 
Jyk ,‘)=J)’ ( - E x x’, y - y’) P(x’) T(x’, y’) dx’ dy’, (2.5iv) 
E(x, Y) = 1 when x < 0, 1x1 < 1 yl and 0 otherwise, (2.5~) 
/3+(x)= 1 when x 2 0 and 0 otherwise. (2.5vi) 
The solution R can be obtained by inverting the equation (2.5ii): 
(2.6) 
The Fourier transform, d+, of A + with respect to the second variable, 
satisfies: 
-4’; +P#+ =t24+> 
4+(x, 5)=ep15 for x > b. 
Similarly we define A _ and & so that 
and (2.3) holds. 
A (x, Y) = 6(x - yl, 
d-(x, t)=epirs for x < a, 
It is shown in [5] that there exist a distribution X and a function Y such 
that: 
-@+(x9 5) = a -5) 4-k o+ m, 4-k -0 (2.7) 
z4-(4 5)=-m4+(x, 5)+ m4.k -0, (2.8) 
580173/2-4 
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and X and Y are given explicitly by the formulae: 
It follows that 2 and Y are entire functions and the unitary relation: 
Lm’= P + I ml’ for PER 
extends to the whole plane as 
since 
cm- =a -5) and cm- = e-t) for 5 E R. 
The equations (2.5) and (2.6) imply that 
R,k z-y)fO only if z<z---y< -z+26 (2.12) 
and 
R,(z, Y - z) f 0 only if z<y-z< -z+26. (2.13) 
From this it follows easily that 
SUPPW = c -2(b - a), 01 
and 
suppf Y) c [2a, 261. 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
and the scattering poles of S, as these points 5 EC - (0) for which 
is?(<) = 0. 
It follows from (2.8) and (2.14) that S, has only finitely many poles 
in Ct. Also if ~EC’ is a pole, r2 is an eigenvalue of H,, so 5 E zR +. 
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The unitarity relation (2.11) gives g(t) # 0 for 5 E R - (0). We shall be 
concerned with the poles 5 for which Im 5 < 0. 
3. DENSITY OF THE POLES 
The most general result about zeros of Fourier transforms is the theorem 
of Titchmarsh ([S]) stating that the density of zeros of p is equal to 
(b - a)/~, where chsupp(f) = [a, b]. The only assumption on f, is that 
fEL'. 
Using the representation of the scattering matrix (2.16), in which the 
scattering poles are just the zeros of 2, Titchmarsh’s theorem translates 
perfectly to scattering theory giving the density of the poles. 
The first thing we need is an easy extension of this theorem to 
distributions: 
LEMMA 1. Zf u is a distribution on R and chsupp(u) = [a, b], then 
b-a 
N(r) =- n r+o(r), 
where N(r) is the number of zeros of ~2 in {z: IzI <r}. 
Proof Let 4, E C; and chsupp(4,) = [ -E, E]. If N,(r) is the number of 
zeros of (u * 4,) - in {z: JzI <r}, then, since u * 4, E ~5’ and (u * 4,) L-= @, 
b-a 
N,(r) -- r+2Er. ?I 7r 
Also, if n,(r) is the number of zeros of 4, in {z: (~1 < r} then 
n,(r) - 2 E r 
71 
and 
N(r) = N,(r) - n,(r). 
It follows that 
N(r) 
b-a 
w-r. 
7c 
We can now obtain the value for the density of the poles: 
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THEOREM 2. If p E L’, chsupp(p) = [a, b] 
scattering poles in {z: Iz( G r} then 
and n(r) is the number qf 
2(b - a) 
n(r)= 71 - r + o(r). 
In view of the lemma this is immediate from the following: 
PROPOSITION 3. For X defined by (2.9) and PE L’ with chsupp(p) = 
[a, bl, 
chsupp(X) = [ -2(b - a), 01. 
Proof.’ For simplicity we may assume that a = 0, and since by (2.9) 
0 E supp(X), we just have to show that 
-26 E chsupp(X). 
Suppose that this does not hold, i.e. 
chsupp(X) = [ -c, 01, c<2b. 
The density of zeros of J? is then C/E Since the density of zeros of 
J?(t) J?( -5) is 2c/lr it follows from (2.11) that the density of zeros of 
f(t) F( -0 + <’ is 2c/7r. 
We also have 
IQ) P(-Ig+p=(Y* F-S”)^((), 
where y(x) = Y( -x) and 
chsupp( Y * B - 8’) = chsupp( Y) - chsupp( Y). (3.1) 
The length of chsupp( Y * F-d”) is 2c, so that chsupp( Y) # [0,26], since 
otherwise (3.1) and (2.15) would give the length 4b > 2c. Hence 
chsupp( Y) = [d,, d2], where d, > 0 or d2 < 26. 
Suppose d, # 2b. By taking the inverse Fourier transform of the 
equation (2.7) we obtain: 
-dyA+(X, y)=X(x-y)+ Y(x+y) for x < 0. 
If E;y= {(x’, y’): ly-y’l > 1x-xX)1, y’-y>O} is an upward cone from 
I am indebted to Richard Melrose for the idea of using causality together with unitary 
relations in this proof. 
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(x, y), for x> dJ2, y > x, it follows from the above equation that a,A + 
vanishes in 
E-J, n {(x’, y’): y’ > 2b). 
Since for y > x, 8, A + satisfies a wave equation (with a potential term), it 
follows by causality that 
d,A+ =o 
for y > x > d,/2. Hence A + is constant on every set ((x, y): 
y> x = const > dJ2) and, since A+ = 0 for y > -x + 26 (by (2Si) and 
(2.6)) and A+ is continuous away from the diagonal (see [S]), 
A+(x, y) = 0 for y > x > d2/2. Thus (2.3) implies 6(x-y) p(x) = 0 and 
p(y) = 0 for y > d,/2 < b, which gives a contradiction to chsupp(p) = [O, b]. 
By using A- and the inverse Fourier transform of (2.8) we get a con- 
tradiction to d, # 0 in an identical fashion. 
Remark. It is interesting to note that the theorem of supports for 
convolutions used in the proof was first proved by Titchmarsh in [S] as a 
consequence of his theorem on the density of zeros of Fourier transforms. 
For more modern proofs of these theorems see [4,4.3.3] and [4, 16.1.91, 
respectively. 
4. DISTRIBUTION OF POLES 
From the expresion for A’, (2.9) it is natural to expect that the dis- 
tribution of the poles should resemble the distribution of zeros of Fourier 
transforms, or rather, because of the b-function terms, distribution of “fixed 
points” of Fourier transforms. 
This view is supported by Theorem 1 and in this section we shall present 
results which parallel those in the theory of zeros of Fourier transforms 
developed by Titchmarsh [E] and Cartwright and Hardy [I]. 
The reason for some differences which occur comes from the b-function 
terms in (2.9) and the fact that we are starting with properties of the poten- 
tial, rather than A’. 
It is very easy to see that if f< 0 or f > 0 near a and b then 3 has only 
finitely many zeros on zR. For the scattering poles we get: 
PROPOSITION 4.’ Suppose there exists 6 > 0 such that 
p>O orp,<O on [a, a+61 
2 This fact was first remarked upon by Richard Melrose, who used a different approach. 
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and 
p>oorp<o on [b - 6, b]. 
Then S, has at most finitely many poles on iR. 
Proof From the definition of X, (2.9) we get: 
f(it)= -t-f j p(z) dz - 1 g(y) e” dy, 
where, using (2.12) 
(4.1) 
g(y) = j P(Z) R,(z, z - y) dz = j”““” p(z) R,(z, z-y) dz. (4.2) (1 
We want to show that 
for 
p(z) R,(z, z-w)<0 or >O 
a-cz-ca+e 
-2(b-a)<w< -2(6-a-&) 
(4.3) 
for some E. From this we will be able to conclude that 
A 
IX(it)l --, cc as t-+ -co. 
We have by (2Siv) 
IL;&(x, Y)I = jj ( - E x x’, y - y’) p(x’) L; ~ ’ R,(x’, y’) dx’ dy’ 
G C(~~-(X+Y))IPI.~ SUP.~+.~<~,+.~,<~~IL~~‘RO(X’, y’N (4.4) 
First, consider k = 1. If x + y > 26 - 26 then 
and 
SUP~+.“<~,+~,<~~IRO(X’, ~‘11 =SUP 
= I&(x, Y)I 
IL,R&> y)l < Wb - (x +y))lMx, ~11. 
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We obtain by induction from (4.4) that 
-qMx, Y) < CkW - (x +y)Y I&(x, Y)L 
and when 26 - (x + y) < .sl < min( l/C, 26), 
L,R,(x, Y) < (t)l&b-, Y)I. 
Hence, if 26 - (22 - w) < cl, p(z) R,(z, z - w) is of fixed sign, if 
p(z) R,(z, z - w) is. But this follows easily from (2.5iii) provided 
and 
a<z<a+6, 
b-6<z-(J)w<b. 
Thus we may take E =min(s,, 6) in (4.3). 
If -2(b - a) <y c -2(b -a - E) then the integrand in (4.2) is nonzero 
only if a < z < a + E. By the argument of Theorem 1 g is not identically zero 
in that region, and hence 
-2(b-a--e) 
> g(y) e’-“ dY 
-2(bpu) 
- lgl,e -2r(b-u--E)-t-C, m as t+ -co. 
That gives the desired conclusion as we know already that f((it) has only 
finitely many zeros for t > 0. 
When f~ L’, chsupp(f) = [a, b] and f is allowed to change sign near a 
or b then p may have infinitely many zeros on zR. This was shown by 
Titchmarsh in [S] and in Proposition 7 we show that if p changes sign 
then S, may have infinitely many poles on zR. 
As a partial converse, if f can extended to a C; function on R and f 
has infinitely many zeros on iR, then f has to vanish to infinite order at a 
and b. 
This follows from the results of Cartwright and Hardy (see Cl]), who 
actually gave asymptotic formulae for the zeros, if f has finite singularities 
at a and b, i.e., 
f(x) - C(x - a)Y as x+a+, 
f(x) - C’(x - b)*’ as x+b-, 
q, q’ nonnegative integers. 
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If m and k are nonnegative integers and 
P(X) - C,(x - aY- as x-u+, (4.5i) 
P(X) - C,(x - blk asx+h , (4.5ii) 
then finding asymptotic formulae for the poles is the same as getting infor- 
mation about finite singularities of g(y) (the third term in (2.9)) at 
-2(b -a) and 0, provided we can modify the methods of Cartwright and 
Hardy to deal with distributions of the form (2.9). 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that Q(y) = 6’(y) - C?(y) + d(y), where 4 satisfies 
the following: 
&CQ(C-um L > 0, 
d(Y) - A’YY’ ZZ.Yy-tO-, 
d(Y) - A(Y + LY as y+ -L+, 
e ’ 43 4’. 
Then the zeros of 6 in C- are determined asymptotically by the formula: 
?T q+27c .q+2 
Z +“= +2n--+---I 
.q+2 
L- L 2 
Llogn-lLlog $ 
( > 
(1 +w(~))+Em (4.6) +;loglAl q! +; 
where E, + 0 as n + co. 
Prooj We have 
&(z)=s’ d(t)e-“‘dt-C+iz 
PL 
1 
I 
0 
+ (iz)y-y’+’ -L 
epifzq5(Y+ l)(t) dt). 
By Lemma 2.2 of [S] 
s 
0 
e-ir=~(4+l)(f)dt=o(elIm~l), 
-L 
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and if z = reie, the estimate is uniform in 8. Hence, if Im z < 0 and 4(z) = 0 
then 
(iz) 
q+2 
(1 +&,)fP= -- 
( 
c 1 q--q’+1 4(,‘+j-l)(o) 
l-z+; 1 
= _ :::y+2 (1+E,)1-1 
(iz) 9’ +i 1 
sgn(A)JAJ q! ’ ’ 
where E,(Z), E:(Z) + 0 as r -+ 00. It follows by the method of Hardy 
and [ 11) that the zeros z satisfy: 
(see C21 
z= *:(2n+yf(sgn(A)+ I))-iTlog F 
( 1 
’ +;loglAl q!+c,, 
(4.7) 
where E, -+ 0 as n + 00. 
Also, to each large enough zero, z, corresponds exactly one +n such that 
z is of the form (4.7). Hence (4.6) follows. 
THEOREM 6. Let p E C”( [a, b]), chsupp(p) = [a, b] satisfy (4.5) with 
m, k < N, Then the scattering poles form a sequence: 
n m+k+4x 
z*,= +b-a xf 2(b-a) i+2(b-a) 
n(1 +sgn(C))-i$k+a)410gn 
.m+k+4 
-’ 2(b-a) +2(bLa) ----log ICI +E,, 
where C= IC,C,I k! m! (k+m+2)/2”+k+’ and E,+O as n-+ oo. 
Proof In view of Lemma 5 and (2.9) we just need to check the 
behaviour of 
gb’) = j- P(Z) R,(z, Z-Y) dz 
near 0 and -2(b - a). 
Since 
and 
I-$&k v)l <CD-b+.~)l s~~.=+,.<,,+.“,lRo(x’, JO 
R,=R,+L,R,, 
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only the R, term in g(y) will give a contribution of the lowest order near 
y = -2(b - a). Using (2.5iii), we have: 
j- P(Z) R,(z, z-y) dz = j-(2b+p”2 p(z) j-’ P(x’) dz dx’ -v + -2(b - a) 
u (2; -.vM2 
Cl c, j(2b+-“)‘2 (z - ay 1” (x’ - b)’ 
u (2rpy)/2 
= C, C, fZb +v”2 (z - a)m - (;f+;;k-+2;;,k + ’ dz, 
cl 
which gives by integration by parts: 
C-1) m+kk! m! m+k+2 
yz+k+,(,+k+ly C1C2(y+2(h-a)) ’ 
We can now apply Lemma 5 with q = k + m + 2. 
When p E C”(R), that is, p vanishes to infinite order at a and b, we 
cannot obtain precise information about the distribution of the poles. 
Since 
s 
O3 we) -v -1) ds < cg 
9 
I s* 
it follows as in [S], that if zk are the poles then 
and consequently 
where no(r) is the number of poles in any region (z: z,<r, n+ O< 
Arg(z) < 27~ - e}. This also follows from the proof of Titchmarsh’s theorem, 
see [4, 16.1.91. 
More specific for scattering poles of a Cg potential is the fact that the 
poles, with exception of a finite number, lie below (in C) any logarithmic 
line. That follows from Theorem 6 by continuity of zeros or from the 
unitary relation (2.11) and the Paley-Wiener theorem. 
Note also, that the poles of potentials with finite singularities at a and b, 
lie on logarithmic lines, whiie zeros of Fourier transforms of functions with 
the same order of singularity at a and b get arbitrarily close to the real 
axis ([ 11). This is because the poles are closer to fixed points of Fourier 
transforms and get “pushed down” in C-. 
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It is not surprising then that a smooth potential may have infinitely 
many poles on the imaginary axis. Our example is inspired by that of 
Titchmarsh for Fourier transform ([S]). His example is not smooth but 
can be easily made so by the method of Lemma 1. 
PROPOSITION 7. There exists a potential p E Cr such that S, has infinitely 
many poles on iR _. 
Proof. The potential p E CT will be constructed from a potential d E L’, 
with the property that S, has infinitely many poles on iR. 
We shall construct d in such a way that the function: 
g(Y) = j d(z) &AZ, Z-Y) dz 
has properties similar to properties of the Titchmarsh function, whose 
Fourier transform has infinitely many zeros on iR. That requires g to 
oscillate in a controlled way near y = -2(b -a). 
Define 
&)=p-1=1 for +<x< 1, 
fi(x)=pn=( -l)nez(ch)“hC2n for o,+i<x<o,, 
where 
w,= -l+ltll 
2’ (4.8) 
and d(x) = 0 otherwise. The numbers c and h are chosen so that h < 4 and 
ch > 2. 
We have by (2Sii) 
= I :,+,,, d(x’) 6’+ ( -y) dx’ dz 
+J 
v+Yw 
P(z) L&(z, z-y) dz. 
-1 
If y < -1 the first term is 
s 
I:+v)‘Z d(z) j’ dx’ dz = 
SI 
/T( z ) dx’ dz, 
(2 - YV2 QY 
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where 
a,= (z,x’): -1 <z<-,--- 1 2+Y 22-Y <x’< 1 2 2 1. 
To estimate the second term we obtain as in the proof of Proposition 4: 
(2 + .vw 
FL&-(z, z-y) dz 
-1 
IP( dz dx’, (4.9) 
for WY,,. 
Define y, = -4 + h” and 
qt=Q,n ((4 Y):x>w7+,}, for .h+, <Y <yn. 
With this notation we get: 
jj 
r, 
Id(z)I dzdx’=(f) (1-h) f IPA (A-h*> 
II+1 
Using this estimate we can divide the domain of integration in the Fourier 
transform of g, so that for specific values of t one part dominates the other: 
Putting t = -c”, n > N, and using (4.9) and (4.10) we get estimates: 
I jy:‘g(y)e”dy < 2 jjrn Id(z)1 dzdx I O( 
and 
g(y) cry dy < CZe4c”e-(ch)“, 
where Cz = lgl oo. 
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To get a lower bound for the middle term in (4.11) we compute the 
integral: 
J‘J’ q 
@(Z)dZdx’= a ( -1)ne~(rh)“h~2n(y-y~+~)*, 
0 
and substituting in (4.11) we obtain: 
(-U’sl”,, g(y) e-‘“-’ dy 
n 
> $ e- (rh)” hCZn s’” 
0 
(y-y,+,)2e-‘~~dy 
Yn+l 
where we estimated the last term coming from L,R, by the first two terms 
(using (4.9) as y < yN,). 
Integrating the first term and using (4.10) we get: 
( -1)” j”” g(y) e-‘“y dy 
,“+I 
1 
> - 
0 8 
ep 2(ch)” hC2ne4c” 
x 
[ 
-2-e-2p(‘-h)hn 4+2(1 -h)h” 
c 2n C” c2n cn 
+((1 -h)h”)2 
3 - - 
0 
2 cle-(ch)“+‘he4cnC2(n+ I) 
, e4<ne-2’ch)” h $- ce(ch)“(2--rh)hC2(n+ I) > c3e4r”ep2(ch)“h, 
> 
for n > N2 > N, , as 2 - ch -C 0. The second inequality follows as the term in 
square brackets is greater than l/c*” if n > N,, for N2 large. 
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Putting these inequalities back to (4.11) we obtain: 
(-l)“i( --ic”)=~~~8(y)c~~~“ydq. 
>e4r”e~2(ch)“h ~~-c~~((.h)“(Zh--l) 
( 
_~~~(“h)‘(Z~rhlh~2(n+I) 
1. 
Since 2h - 1 < 0 and 2 - ch < 0 we infer 
(-I)“& -jc”)> C3e4r”(I-u?“+‘/2)), 
and since 
+e4<a” I ~ (h”+ l/2)) 
- 
if((ir)= -d(d)-t- ; jp-(z)dz 
(> 
vanishes at a point between ( -ic”, -id’+ ‘) for every large n. 
By appropriate smoothing we shall now construct a potential p E C?, 
such that S, has infinitely many poles on iR _ 
Define 
1 +h” 
0,: = -1 +hM2’ 
1 - h” 
a,; = -l +h’72’ 
and 
p(x) = d(z) for on’, I < x < w; , 
p(X)=ell(w”i-On)(Pn+le~l/‘w,+~.~,(l +,-IK-W,)) 
+ p,e -l/WW,)(l +,-I/‘+“‘)) 
for o; <x<oT, and 
p(x)=e2/3e-“‘-*‘(1 +e-‘/(~+V2)) 
for - l/2 < x < 1. The function p is obviously CF in the interior of [ - 1, l] 
and since for every k 
pn(x-qy+o, 
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as n + co, almost uniformly in 0; < x < 0,‘) p vanishes to infinite order at 
-1. 
Thus PE C,“(R) and chsupp(p) = [ -1, 11. It is easy to see that all the 
estimates for jj hold for p and hence S, has infinitely many poles on iR _ . 
5. THE CHARACTERIZATION PROBLEM 
It would be very interesting to be able to determine what subsets of C 
may be sets of scattering poles for C; potentials. However, the much more 
fundamental problem of the characterization of the zeros of the Fourier 
transforms seems to be unanswered. 
The characterization problem for scattering data, considered by Fadeev, 
Deift and Trubowitz and Melin (see [2] and [5]) asks for necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a matrix valued function S(t;) to be a scattering 
matrix of a potential in L. 
The space L consists of all real valued functions on R such that: 
s lp(x)l(l + 1x1) dx < 00. 
We use Melin’s results to characterize the scattering amplitude 8 for com- 
pactly supported potentials. This is closely related to the characterization 
of scattering poles, since X, is determined by the set of poles and the end 
points of the convex hull of the support of p (compare [8]). 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose S, is such that either X, or Yp is compactly 
supported and the number of zeros of X, in C+ is N. Then 
M,= {qEL:Sy=Sp}ZRR”, 
and there exists a unique q E M, such that q is compactly supported. 
Proof3 We recall that by Proposition 5.12 of [S], if 
where i/l1 ,..., ibN are the poles of S, in C+ and c,: the norming constants, 
then 
R-(x, y)=Q-(x, r)+j-‘: Q-b, y’)R-k y’)dy’ (5.2) 
--co 
holds for y < x. 
3 Note that now p is assumed to be in L and we use the more general definitions of A, X 
and Yin [S]. 
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It is very easy to see from (5.2) that R _ (x, y) = 0 for x < a if and only if 
Q _ (x, y) = 0 for x + y < 2~2. An analogous result holds for R + and Q + . 
Also, R, (x, y) = 0 for x > b and R_ (x, y) = 0 for x < a is equivalent to 
supp(q) = [a, bl. 
We shall show that Q-(x, y)=O for x+y<2a and Q+(x, y)=O for 
x + y > 26, for a and b such that chsupp( Y) = [2a, 261, only for one choice 
of norming constants c,’ . In view of Corollary 6.4 of [S] this proves the 
proposition. 
First, we see that if either X or Y is compactly supported so is the other 
one. In fact, if Y is compactly supported then Y is entire and 
By (2.11): 
(X * 2)  ^(5) = t2 + P(ts) F( -I$), 
where convolution and Fourier transform are well defined since by 
[5;(5.4)] x-d’-(+)(fp)&L’. 
Hence (X * z) ^ is entire and 
Thus ,I’* 2, and consequently X is compactly supported. The proof in the 
case of Y is very similar. 
By [S, 5.37-J 
1 
l-l i m) 
~ n(t+iPj) 
5 FI (tpiPj) 
in Ct. 
Hence we can shift the integration in (5.1) to a line < + iv, where 
q < --P,,,, to obtain: 
By the standard argument it follows, as in the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz 
theorem, that the first term in (5.3) vanishes if x + y < 2~. 
Hence Q ~ (x, y) = 0 for x + y < 2a if and only if 
c,: = -i Res m -; -ipj 
a 4) 
(5.4i) 
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Similarly Q + (x, y) = 0 for x + y > 26 if and only if 
c+ = -iRes 
J 
(54ii) 
This shows the uniqueness part of the proposition. To show existence recall 
([S, (5.47)]) that the only requirement on c,’ is 
c,” c; = 
( 1 
-2 iP(ilr,) 
fli 
(5.5) 
and we need to show that it is satisfied by c,’ in (5.4). 
By (2.11) 
Hence 
0 = 2(i13,) 2( -is,) = flf + P(ip,) P( -ifi,). 
and 
E(ijI,) f( -ipi) = -flj? 
^ 
-ipj)(-i)Res(s;i/Ij) 
= -P( -$j) P(i/?j) _ -/?j 
-R(iflj) P($,) - (P(ifij))” 
so that (5.5) holds and the potential constructed using these norming con- 
stants is compactly supported. 
Using Theorem 6.1 of [S] we immediately obtain: 
COROLLARY. An entire function F is a scattering amplitude of a com- 
pactly supported potential, 
F=&,, 
if and only tf 
(i) F has only finitely many zeros in C+, all of them simple and 
situated on the positive imaginary axis; 
(ii) F(c)>, C(rl, when 5 EC+ and Im < is small; 
(iii) F is of exponential type; 
(iv) If f is the inverse Fourier transform of F (in the sense of dis- 
tributions), then f is real valued, and for some constant C: 
f-6’-C6EL’. 
580/73/2-5 
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